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Nature protection
Halting and reversing the loss of biodiversity by 2020 is a priority within the European Union. The
implementation of EU Nature legislation (the Birds and Habitat Directives) is essential to achieve the EU
2020 biodiversity target. However, implementation and enforcement need to be improved. As relatively
high number of complaints and infringement procedures related to these nature Directives reach the EC
every year, there is a need to strengthen the inspection and enforcement on this item and to do so it is
necessary to join forces with other Nature networks in Europe. According to the IMPEL strategy, main
areas of interest for nature protection will be covered by the work of the Green Expert Team. This approach
has been envisaged as more eVcient to deal with new perspectives in European Nature Legislation
Implementation: it will permit a focalized approach to nature conservation issues and steady and
structured dialogue among nature experts between authorities, other important networks like network of
prosecutors, network of judges, NGO’s and scientiZc institutes. The overall objective of the Green Expert
Team is to contribute to strengthening the implementation of EU Nature legislation through raise
awareness, extend the network of green experts, exchange best practices, strengthen collaboration with
EU network from prosecutors and network form judges, strengthen collaboration and share knowledge
with NGO’s, improve co-operation between (enforcement) experts and to organise joint inspections. IMPEL
is willing to combine the effort of all the networks, NGO’s and use its experience in inspection and
enforcement to determine projects and activities that add value in the chain of regulation- permit and
inspection- enforcement- prosecution- verdict- evaluation of effectiveness of legislation.

Introduction video

Key areas
Combatting the illegal killing of birds
Implementation of Habitat Directive and Birds Directive requirements within the Natura 2000
network
Implementation of EU Timber Regulation
Peer reviews ( ‘green’ Impel Review Initiative) and follow up/assistance with implementation of
recommendations

Relevant legislation
Birds Directive 2009/147/EC
Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC
Timber Regulations  No. 995/2010 (EUTR) and No. 607/2012
Council Regulation (EC) No 338/97 on the protection of species of wild fauna and hora by regulating
trade therein
REGULATION (EU) No 1143/2014 OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL on the
prevention and management of the introduction and spread of invasive alien species

Projects
BIOVAL – Ecosystems Recovery Calculation
IKB exchange of information between Enforcement and other Stakeholders (IMPEL-ESIX)
Tackling Illegal Activities Connected to Hunting Tourism
Inspection planning tool of nature protected sites
Good practices in the implementation of the EU Action Plan against Wildlife TraVcking

View all projects

Tools
Nature protection in permitting and inspection of industrial installations

View all tools

Contacts
Expert Team Leader: Vacant
Deputy Team Leader: Alfred Dreijer (The Netherlands)
Deputy Team Leader: Cristian Trupina (Romania)
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BECOME A MEMBER

Membership of IMPEL is open to organisations or
authorities working in the public sector who implement
and enforce environmental legislation. Learn all about
the beneZts of being a member to our network.
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